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Due to the onset of the COVID–19 pandemic, within a few weeks, business operations across 
industries and geographies have been radically altered. Government-imposed lockdowns 
have driven a sense of caution among people. The norm of people’s physical presence in 
offices and workspaces stands challenged for medium to long term, making work-from-
home extremely important for many organisations to stay operational. The ability to remain 
remotely connected and productive is critical for survival of business and brings forth 
multiple risks, especially in the cyber realm.

However, we believe risks should be looked at as opportunities to grow.
This play-book aims to combat risks at an organisational and personnel level. In the coming 
months, organisations should prepare for the long haul as they seek to serve customers 
and their workforce. Any quick fix to COVID-19-driven challenges is unlikely to sustain, and 
when a return to normalcy occurs, it may be gradual rather than a quick shift back to regular 
operations. Further, “regular” operations post-pandemic may be fundamentally different 
from those prior to this global outbreak, with uncertain impacts on organisational business 
models, resilience, and culture. 

The effect of COVID-19

Pandemic disruption
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Heightened risk due to COVID-19
Although many challenges and cybersecurity concerns existed prior to the COVID-19 
pandemic as well, they now pose an even greater threat to businesses as the size and scale of 
connectivity for remote operations expands. 

In the coming months, organisations should consider leveraging a risk-based approach to 
realign business and security priorities to adapt to a new, increasingly complex, and more 
difficult working landscape. To do this successfully, their employees too should support their 
enterprises in the mission. 

Risks and  
challenges posed
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These risks can cause a severe impact on an organisation including loss of 
sensitive business data, brand & reputational damage, financial losses etc. Risk-driven 
prioritisation of initiatives and a risk mitigation plan during this time enables the mission, 
while providing long-term operational viability and organisational resilience. 

Increased use of collaboration tools and others, often unapproved and 
unmanaged, SaaS applications (Shadow IT)

Greater difficulty in maintaining compliance with regulations, as they evolve in 
current crisis

Complex requirements for identity and access management as roles and 
responsibilities change

Limited and inconsistent security of home networks that store, process, and 
transmit sensitive business data

Already stretched cyber security resources managing an increased attack surface

Organisational level

Employee productivity levels and mental well-being may be affected due to 
isolated working, which will have an impact on overall organisational work output

Large number of new devices (personal and scaled corporate devices) connecting 
to the corporate network

Rapidly implemented technologies that lack sufficient hardening and security 
controls 

Malicious and inadvertent insider threats caused by disgruntled employees and 
contractors who are displaced or laid off. Unethical practices, and risk of dual 
employment while remote working, due to lack of monitoring.
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Working remotely has made users exceedingly vulnerable to a range of challenges that 
can affect their critical business data and also put their identity at risk. 

Personnel level

Eavesdropping Data theft Unauthorised 
access to 

private data

Malware 
attacks

System and 
network 
failure

Security threats

Productivity threats

Lack of digitisation 
for enterprise 

processes adding to 
confusions and loss 

of productivity

Lone environment, 
isolation and 

decreased morale

Difficulty in 
maintaining proper 
work life balance

Distractions due to 
external factors 

Unconducive work environment and 
inadequate remote infrastructure 
such as slow internet connection,  
inadequate power backup, chairs 
not meeting ergonomics standards 
leading to health issues
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Organisational measures

Stay safe and vigilant
Actions now will dictate risk exposure for months, if not longer, and gradual steps to 
mitigate risks will help safeguard organisational resiliency for the future of work and 
workplace.

Update policies per changed operating model, communicate policies (and 
updates), expectations, and available resources to employees and contractors.

Continually update cybersecurity awareness, education, and training to emphasise 
current pervasive phishing campaigns and social engineering attack vectors.

Monitoring employee performance remotely (through various tools/software) to 
assess productivity levels. 

Establish PMO for communications with role-based content across mediums, and 
create and provide resources to support secure remote-working environments 
such as secure Wi-Fi, laptops, and mobile devices.

Coordinate in a centralised manner, update security awareness 
education and training, determine a communications strategy, and 
provide resources to support secure remote work environments
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Maintain security updates/patching for Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), confirm 
availability of sufficient number of VPN software client licenses, and re-employ 
techniques such as VPN-split tunnelling for improved performance.

Implement Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB), Secure Web Gateway (SWB), and 
other capabilities for SaaS and other hosted cloud-based platforms.

Adjust user roles and permission sets to accommodate new work requirements or 
changed roles, contractors, and emergency access.

Implement multi-factor authentication (MFA) for all remote access, and implement 
Privileged Access Management (PAM).

Enhance governance and conduct background checks of all vendors to minimise  
third-party risks in the organisation.

Secure systems that enable remote access and enforce strong 
identity and access control mechanisms 

Re-baseline traffic patterns, tune endpoint agents for new processes, and expand 
scope of threat intelligence.

Update your security incident response playbooks to reflect potential new 
threats/risks.

Implement and integrate with monitoring tools capabilities around Data Loss 
Prevention (DLP), User and Entity Behavior Analytics (UEBA), and Document Rights 
Management (DRM). 

Create tripwires associated with specific words within email content and policies 
prohibiting unmanaged USB devices.

Enhance network threat-monitoring capabilities and strengthen 
insider threat detection and prevention 
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Confirm configuration of host-based firewalls, antimalware, and intrusion 
detection/prevention system (IDS/IPS) systems.

Confirm ability for remote patching, remote software distribution, malware 
definition update, and frequent malware scans for all devices.

Consider reviewing access privileges on endpoint, backing up critical data, and 
reducing Idle time out for endpoints.

Consider extending corporate endpoint protection and monitoring and Mobile 
Device Management (MDM) technologies for BYOD needs.

Strengthen endpoint security for all types of devices connecting 
remotely or containing business-related data

Be considerate of employee’s job role, skills and current constraints.

Review risks with employees, processes and operations, and be informed on legal 
requirements as applicable.

Emphasise on engaging and training employees. Be empathetic and encourage 
communication.

Be informed and aware of current health and safety responsibilities.

Work towards sustenance
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Personnel measures

Secure your devices

• Set the WIFI-signal security to use WPA2 or WPA3 with AES encryption.
• Update your router with the latest firmware.
• Change the default admin password and network name for your router.
• Stop broadcasting or hide your Wi-Fi SSID.
• Ensure that there are no unprotected shares on the routers.
• Enable firewall feature in router access point.
• Enable MAC-based authentication/identification.
• Restrict DHCP range and number of slots.
• Restrict remote management or router (over Wi-Fi connections).
• Enable PIN-based authentication of your dongles.
• Disable storage available on dongle.
• Do not connect to insecure networks.
• Always connect using VPN provided by your organisation.

Secure your home network

• Ensure your device is fully compliant with Enterprise’s Compliance standard.
• Ensure there are no shares on your device.
• Reduce idle log-out time for your devices.
• Ensure that firewall is running on your devices.
• Run periodic malware scans on your devices.
• Do not install unknown softwares on your devices.
• Update all apps as applicable.
• Review apps and their permissions.
• Use only those collaboration tools which are approved by your organisation.
• Download the MDM/EMM client that is approved by your organisation.
• Do not skip updating anti-malware or other security updates.
• Protect your devices from physical damage, by avoiding exposure to 

unnecessary heat, moisture, dust etc.
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Secure information

• Do not download Enterprise or client data onto personal devices.
• Lock your screen if you move away from the PC.
• Do not print information containing personal data or customer data, and 

shred anything you print.
• Do not use office laptop for personal use.
• Avoid use of USB sticks.
• Use multi-factor authentication and strong passwords.
• Do not share your password or BitLocker code with anyone.
• Keep different passwords for Enterprise and personal accounts.
• Consider changing your password and use enterprise approved password 

managers.
• Password-protect important folders.
• Backup sensitive information to enterprise-approved storage and password 

protect them.
• Avoid use of personal emails for any information exchange.
• Avoid use of free online services for document conversion.
• Do not use social networking applications for Enterprise business.
• Do not click on malicious or unknown links.
• Be cautious about time-sensitive requests for confidential information.
• Do not download attachments from suspicious emails.
• Use meeting passwords on collaboration tools.

• Create a conducive remote working environment and designate 
a workplace that is ergonomically sufficient, organised and enables 
productivity. 

• Organise work efficiently by planning your work on a daily basis, using 
right tools and technology, avoiding distractions, and taking regular breaks. 

• Stay connected by communicating often with seniors, colleagues, and 
clients. Dedicate time for informal social interactions and embrace 
technology for effective collaboration.

• Be Attentive to confidentiality, data privacy, and security. Immediately 
report any incident to IT Security team.

Be vigilant and work healthy
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